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OUTCOME  
Celebrity Scientist, Ocean Doctor’s presentation and mentorship now has high school student Clemrick 
Bryan tracking towards a career in marine science, starting with a Sea Camp summer experience in the 
Florida Keys. 
IMPACT/BENEFITS 
Clemrick has committed to becoming a young ambassador for VI-EPSCoR and for the oceans on his 
return from Sea Camp. With ongoing support from Ocean Doctor, he will be a powerful role model for his 
peers. 
 
EXPLANATION   
 
Clemrick Bryan is a St. Croix Educational Complex high school student, currently in the agricultural 
studies track. Clemrick’s interest in things marine was piqued when he heard Dr. David Guggenheim’s 
(aka the “Ocean Doctor”) presentation at his school. Dr. Guggenheim, is president of 1planet1ocean. He 
is also a member of the Advisory Council of the Harte Research Institute for Gulf of Mexico Studies at 
Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi. In his presentation to the school, he shared about the state of our 
oceans. He showed video footage taken from his deep water submersible, of extensive destruction done 
to the seafloor by fishing trawlers, and he also showed footage of strange “new” life forms, discovered at 
depths where man had never been. Clemrick had more questions to ask than the time allowed for, so he 
added the Ocean Doctor to his Facebook page, and they continued their dialogue over the months, 
during which, the Ocean Doctor shared many more stories about his current work as well as the origins of 
his own passion for the ocean. 
 
Guggenheim told Clemrick about a summer he spent as a youth at Seacamp in the Florida Keys. 
Seacamp is a non-profit, marine science education facility located on Big Pine Key in the Florida Keys. 
Founded in 1966, Seacamp offers marine science education and summer camp experiences including 
SCUBA, and sailing to students from 12-17 years of age.  Clemrick’s interest continued to grow. He 
contacted VI-EPSCoR to find out if we had a “Seacamp” type summer program in which he could 
participate. After much discussion both with Clemrick and the Ocean Doctor, VI-EPSCoR has agreed to 
sponsor Clemrick’s participation in Seacamp itself this summer. Clemrick will be going to Seacamp in 
August where he will also be re-united with his mentor, Dr. Guggenheim.  
 

 
High school student Clemrick Bryan takes a Photo-op with his mentor and  
inspiration, David Guggenheim, aka the “Ocean Doctor” during a Celebrity  
Scientist presentation at his high school in St. Croix, U. S. Virgin Islands. 
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